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1. Thomas Shelby (10)  looks off onto the baseball field
with concentration for an intense game.
2. Will Robinson (11) performs a fun lab during his
science class.
3. Aley Woodberry (12) runs to the finish line during a
successful track team practice.

4. A group of students work together and collaborate on ideas.
5. Michael Mitchell (12) holds his arms high while learning drill
during band camp.
6. Nathan Blakeney (11) does school work to reach success.
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VIVID. What does it mean? To many, it’s just a word that
describes something bold, but to Admirals it describes the

memories, passion, hard work, and persistence that are
displayed each day. Throughout the many changes that
Gulfport High has undergone, both in and out of the

classroom, students have continued to grow in VIVID color.
VIVID memories have been made by the freshmen who

started their journey in high school. These new Admirals have
experienced many “firsts” throughout the year. From their first
day at a brand new school, to their first homecoming,

freshmen made new and exciting VIVID memories
throughout their first year at Gulfport.
VIVID passion was displayed throughout the year by

sophomores who were starting to navigate their way through
the many challenges of being in high school. They started to

realize where they belong and what they want to do with their
lives. The sophomores were driven by the VIVID passion that

they invested in each challenge that came their way.
Juniors used VIVID hard work this year as they started to take

on the challenges of becoming upperclassmen. The first
wave of post high-school planning began and the

overwhelming amounts of responsibility came into view. The
VIVID hard work was put into every challenge faced by the

juniors, and it helped to sculpt them into leaders of the future.
The seniors used VIVID persistence as they wound down on

their last year as Admirals. The end of their journey at GHS
started approaching more quickly each day, putting all

thoughts into perspective and solidifying their futures. They
persevered through all of the emotional challenges brought
on during senior year-- inside and outside the classroom. The
VIVID persistence and drive used throughout the year helped

the Class of 2018 close its final chapter at Gulfport High.
Many changes took place throughout the year on the GHS

campus; however, these changes did not stop Admirals from
working towards the same goal of having a VIVID future. With

the help of teachers and peers, students were given the
opportunity to explore and discover their paths in life.

Admirals made their mark on GHS in VIVID color as the final
pages of the year unfolded.
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6 Design by Kate Hopkins // Text by Aubrey Weems // Photography by Jourdan Elward,
Grayson Tiner, Aubrey Weems, and Emilie Chenault
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